
     

 

             Bosmere Community Primary School 
 

                                   Best of Bosmere 
 

                                                     January 2020 

Dear Parents/Carers,  
 

A new year and a new decade has made for a tremendously busy January. Welcome to the new year at Bosmere and a happy new year to you all! 
 
The beginning of a new term has seen the children commence new topics and I have seen them excitedly begin to build on their knowledge and 
enjoy finding out. We’ve had pirates go missing in Early Years, KS1 children persuading Shackleton that they have the skills to join his expedition 
to the Antarctic, LKS2 children going ‘Into the Deep’ to find out about the Titanic and children in UKS2 working hard to persuade a character in 
their class novel to escape the workhouse. The children continue to share that they are inspired by our topics and this month I have seen them 
engrossed and enthused by their learning. I am sure you will be impressed when you learn more when you join us for Parents’ Evening later this 
term, if that is, as I hope, your children are not already sharing lots with you. 
 
Just before publishing BOB this month, you will be aware that we had a 2 day Ofsted Inspection. I felt immensely proud to show the inspectors our 
lovely school, with children, staff and governors who work so hard, coming together as our Bosmere family always do. As soon as I am able, I will 
share the report with you. 
 

Mrs Green  ☺ 

Mastery Maths Teaching at Bosmere  
Following a workshop ‘lesson’ to which parents from UKS2 were invited, parents were then able to sign up to join their children’s 
class for a maths lesson. This was set up after Parent Forum had voiced the desire to come and see/learn more about Maths 
teaching at Bosmere. This was well timed as the manner in which we teach maths in UKS2, known as Mastery Maths, is a very 
different way of teaching maths and a method that has seen the children’s achievements go from strength 
to strength.  
 
Led by Mrs Mayes and Mrs Pardue, this process is being rolled out across the rest of the school and we 
will be inviting parents from other LKS2 and KS1 to join maths sessions during this term and beyond. 
 
Parents were impressed with what they saw, both from the children and the teachers… 
 
Parent Workshop: 
"Maths teaching has obviously changed a great deal over the years and it was fascinating to see 
how it is taught now." 
“Found it very interesting…really useful.” 
 
Lesson Visit:  
"I was really impressed - the energy of the teacher and the focus of the children really stood out!" 
 
Things that were enjoyed/stood out:  
"The pace and interaction between the teacher and children was 
impressive. As was the way the children worked in pairs and helped each 
other - fantastic teaching!" 
“The whole class were keen to answer and were interested in the 
learning.” 
“Really useful to understand what *** is learning and how.” 
“A lot more parents should take this opportunity to see how hard the 
teacher and children work every day.” 
“You do a fantastic job…Mr Anderson deserves great praise for his 
encouragement towards children.” 
“…thoroughly enjoyed it…the kids all seemed to enjoy it…” 
*…everyone being involved…they all worked together…”  
 
LKS2 parents, look out for the invites later this term! 
 
Read on in the newsletter to find out how Mastery Maths is going in KS1. 
 



Bosmere athletes giving their all! 
 

 
 
On Tuesday 21st January, 22 of Bosmere's U11 athletes took 
part in a competition at Stowmarket Leisure Centre. Relay races, 
obstacle races, javelin and long jump were just some of multiple 
events that ensured a lot of fun was had by the team. All can be 
proud of the determination they showed in their events. 
 
As ever, they represented their school with pride. Well done 
everyone! 

Cherry class as published authors… 
 
As a writer, there is nothing better than publishing and then 
sharing your work. Children are thoroughly enjoying publishing 
their writing-presenting their best version of writing they have 
been working on and, even at this point, seeking to improve it 
further. Having a real audience is, pardon the pun, the cherry on 
the top! 
 

 
 
Here are the children from Cherry Class reading their books they 
had made to Oak Class. The children wrote stories based on 
'Stone Age Boy' where a child goes back in time and has a stone 
age adventure. 
 

UKS2 Science Learning 
 
In Science the children have been learning about classification 
and the system devised by Carl Lineaus. The children worked in 
groups to classify organisms into the 5 kingdoms and make 
predictions about those that would be closely related based on 
having similar characteristics. They then looked at their 
classification pathways to draw conclusions.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Noticing Details in Art 
 
UKS2 children have been developing their observational drawing 
skills, looking closely at objects and considering shape, angles, 
size and spacing to create realistic drawings.  
 



A mystery to solve in Early 
Years… 
 
Barry - our pink and fluffy class 
puppet mascot - mysteriously 
went missing! Oak Class 
searched for him all around the 
setting and the children even 
made their own missing posters 
to explain.  
 

They received a letter from 
Captain Hook who told them 
that he had taken Barry. He 
challenged the children with 
a series of tasks to ensure 
Barry's safe return. The 
children had to create pirate 
names, think about and 
discuss whether treasure 
should be shared and they 
were even asked to practise 
writing X (the graphene they 
had been learning in 
phonics) to mark locations 
on treasure maps.  
 

 
Eventually Captain Hook 
decided Barry wasn't a very 
good ship mate and returned 
him safely to Oak Class – 
However, he did praise the 
children for their fantastic pirate 
skills! 

 
 

Maths Learning in Years 1 and 2 
 

 
 
In KS1 we have started 'Mastery Maths'! We are really enjoying 
learning in this way, and talking with our maths partners really 
helps us to understand what we are learning. 
 

 

LKS2 Learning about Islam.   
The children in LKS2 have been learning about Islam, 
particularly how Muslims worship-the processes and rituals 
associated with the preparation to pray.                                               

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The children explored prayer positions and here you see children 
in drama ‘calling all to prayer’. The children then went onto 
mould clay in to prayer positions. 

Creating, Collaborating and Constructing Together! 
 
Collaborating as three classes, in mixed class teams, the 
children in LKS2 designed and created Stone Age to Iron Age 
houses and jewellery, alongside dying cloth too. Groups 
designed and constructed from the from the bottom up-as each 
group took over the added more! 

 



KS1 have stepped back in time, and taken Bosmere Values 
with them! 
 
In History, we have been finding out about Sir Ernest 
Shackleton. We have created timelines to show how the 
'Endurance' became stuck in the ice and the men were trapped 
in the Antarctic. We linked our values to the values that the crew 
would have needed to survive this fateful expedition.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
We will now be writing letters to let people know how bad it was 
to be stuck on the ice, to see if we can be rescued.  

Eco Council Assembly 
 
Eco Council led an assembly to the rest of the school to spread 
the word about the importance of trees and to celebrate 
trees.  Mrs Tunbridge shared a story called 'The Man Who 
Planted Trees' and Eco Councillors followed this with a series of 
slides and facts about the environmental and human benefits of 
trees in our landscape.  Bosmere are currently working towards 
The Woodland Trust Green Tree Schools Award and have 
collected enough points for Bronze level through the recycling 
we already do and our plans to plant some trees provided by The 
Woodland Trust.  Our assembly has added further points to our 
total and we look forward to celebrating trees with some fun 
activities throughout the rest of the year. 
 

 

Great advice from Chloe W and Evie R! 
 
In After School Club recently, Chloe and Evie (Yr6) designed 
this poster to remind children how useful, dare I say vital, it is to 
practise on Times Table Rockstars. You will see some of them 
up around school, encouraging others to ‘improve’ to ‘help in 
later life’ and become ’an expert’. I can’t argue with that! 
 
Thank you girls! 
 

 

Treading the Boards… 
 
Just look at Tayla, hardly recognisable 
in the part she played in the Musical, 
Oliver. Tayla performed for 5 nights at 
the Apex in Bury St Edmunds over 
Christmas. 
 
Well done, you look totally at home and 
rather fabulous, Tayla! 



 

Gymnasts in Fern Class 
The children have been focusing on continuous movements, 
balances and jumps to create routines. They have also started 
to perform rolls- pencil, egg and forward rolls. Here you see 
children perfecting some of their movements before putting them 
together in a sequence. 

 

 
 

 

Science Club-…can you walk through a page…? 

 
 
Science Club relished the challenge of investigating a STEM 
Science problem.  Children collaborated fantastically and had 
huge fun along the way! 
 

 
 

Could you walk through a page? 

Early Years Pirates in the Making 

 
In Foundation Stage we 
have begun to explore 
what it takes to be a 
pirate. We are honing 
our skills ready for the 
real pirate who is 
joining us for the 
morning soon!  
 

 
We aaargh going to be 
worthy shipmates! 
 

 

An exciting purchase for our school 

 
As a School we recognise the importance of teaching Personal 
Social Health Education (PSHE).  We are very pleased to say 
that our school PFA has generously funded a package called 
Jigsaw. Jigsaw aims to support schools to work in partnerships 
with parents and carers to ensure appropriate PSHE education is 
taught (including Relationship and Sex Education). Jigsaw is a 
comprehensive and original scheme of work for the whole 
primary school. We hope to introduce the Jigsaw package across 
the school at the Start of the Summer term. You may hear your 
child coming home talking about their learning and some of the 
Jigsaw puzzle pieces characters known as The ‘jiggies’.  
 
 
We will keep you informed as we roll out the package.  
 


